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1. Executive summary

Established businesses are often optimized to follow a strategy 
of operational excellence, focusing on volume and relying on a 
robust business environment. These companies often initiate 
their digitization programs under the erroneous assumption that 
digitization is all about implementing technologies, optimizing 
processes and gathering big data. They expect to achieve 
efficiency enhancements and cost savings by concentrating  
on process automation and rationalization efforts. Obviously, 
such an approach to operational excellence is short-sighted  
and misses the special opportunities of the digital age.

Today, more and more digital disruptors are entering the market 
to challenge these conventional businesses, following a strategy 
of restless growth, service-orientation and high digital innovation 
frequency. These emerging businesses establish platform 
ecosystems to obtain lock-in effects and finally capture a winner-
takes-all market. They build communities of value in order  
to profit from network effects and to intelligently orchestrate 
a crowd of users. Such a platform leadership strategy is 
extremely difficult to respond to, especially for businesses  
which have settled themselves in their comfort zone of 
operational excellence.

EY’s Agile Business Customer framework offers an adaptive 
way to bridge the gap between these two strategies. It combines 
the Customer Lifetime Value with a radical business model 
innovation approach, customer-centric prescriptive analytics 
and SAP’s enabling technologies. For established companies in 
particular, such a strategy based on customer intimacy opens 
up the opportunity to shift from volume and product-orientation 
towards a paradigm of customer value and service-orientation. 
It also crosses business siloes and breaks up rigid structures in 
order to set out for business agility.

Our Agile Business Customer framework accompanies and 
sustains our clients’ digital journey for marketing, sales and 
services in at least four major areas: (1) understanding customer 
needs and behavior, (2) enabling proactive behavior and faster 
decision-making, (3) providing customized and personalized 
services, and (4) aiming for a rigorous customer lifetime value 
orientation. Even though EY’s Agile Business Customer approach 
offers flexibility and adaptability in many ways – be prepared to 
challenge and radically rethink your existing business model!
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2. The Age of the Customers

EY is introducing the Customer Lifetime Value (CLV) as  
a key performance indicator (KPI) to ensure a strategic  
focus on customer intimacy over the entire digital 
transformation program.

Why CLV? The CLV is much more than just a formula to predict 
the value of a customer during their lifetime. In conjunction with 
numerous explanatory variables – such as willingness to pay, 
buying frequency, social media buzz or product usage data – the 
CLV offers a 360° view on the customer, including knowledge 
about its various value drivers. Starting from a customer data 
level, data needs to first be translated into meaning. This 
descriptive information can then be leveraged to a customer 
knowledge level based on multivariate statistics and predictive 
analytics. Finally, we are even able to disclose and iteratively 
learn about the causal relationships between value drivers and 
numerous value components of the CLV to get to a level of 
prescriptive analytics.

Due to its predictive nature, the CLV anticipates future customer 
interactions and behavior. This helps to really understand your 
customers and to promote proactive actions. It also leads to 
several fields of application for the CLV concept.  

From a marketing, sales and service perspective, the CLV 
can be used as a steering instrument to influence customer 
behavior and actions during numerous processes, activities and 
decision points. Product recommendations, goodwill gestures, 
campaign targeting, content personalization, dealer incentives 
and even dynamic pricing algorithms may all include a CLV 
rationale to drive customer interactions and behavior. Product 
recommendations, for example, may be given based on the 
cross or up-selling potential of a customer. The value of goodwill 
gestures in connection with necessary actions may be displayed 
to a service agent depending on a customer’s future value to 
a specific business unit. EY can help to identify and evaluate 
numerous related use cases (see chapter 3 for a showcase). 
Going beyond marketing, sales and services, the CLV will become 
just as essential on a strategic corporate-wide level. It can 
be used as the overarching KPI to aggregate various kinds of 
customer metrics from a customer-centric value perspective. On 
this level, the Customer Equity (CE) reflects the value of your 
enterprise’s customer base. This is helpful for M&A decisions 
as well as for budget steering and control. For digital business 
models, which are often based on network effects and the value 
of their customer base, the CE equally reflects the major portion 
of their corporate value.

Customer Journey
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The CLV is not a static concept. It is therefore essential to 
formulate a strategy on how to exploit the approach to develop 
a customer’s individual CLV as well as a corporate’s overall CE. 
In this context, it is advisable to also understand the hidden risks 
of the concept’s misapplication. EY always highlights the role 

of trust in order to build up healthy long-term relationships with 
customers. We believe that only healthy customer relationships, 
which are built on trust, transparency and voluntary consent, will 
lead to added value on both sides.



At EY, we understand the key challenges facing your business in 
order to help you focus on the customer. Customer expectations 
are rising and currently include:

• Personalized services: Customers expect content tailored to 
their private needs and expectations. Examples include firms 
marketing with recommendation algorithms, like amazon, or 
the creation of a “taste” profile by Spotify to create the 
“Discover Weekly” playlist for the user. Also, well established 
companies like Coca-Cola have shifted gears and eventually 
came up with the award winning “Share a Coke” campaign, 
where each bottle contained one of the most popular first 
names of the young generation.

• Consistent omni-channel experience: Omni-channel 
experience is a cross-channel approach to marketing, selling, 
and serving customers in a way that creates an integrated, 
cohesive and value adding customer experience no matter how 
or where a customer reaches out. A good example is Starbucks 
with its rewards app. First, you get a free rewards card that you 
can use whenever you make a purchase. But unlike traditional 
customer loyalty programs, Starbucks has made it possible to 
check and reload your card via your phone, online, in-store, or 
on the app. Any change to the card or your profile gets updated 
across all channels, in real-time. 
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• Seamless user experience: This works closely together with 
the consistent omni-channel experience. It’s a requirement  
to change to a user-centric approach to remain relevant to  
the customer. Today, the user is able to connect to a single 
company in multiple ways, including via telephone, online chat, 
face-to-face interaction in a shop, Twitter, Facebook, etc. Here, 
the user expects the touch points to be connected to each 
other in such a way that the customer can enjoy a consistent 
experience across all channels sharing their customer content.

• Individualized touch points: Customer touch points are all the 
points of interaction between brands, businesses, products and 
customers. The key for success is the individualization and 
personalization of each touch point to the client. Customers 
expect each touch point to be appropriate, relevant, meaningful 
and captivating.

• 1:1 customer communication: According to Forbes magazine, 
the next big evolution in marketing is going to feel like a move 
backwards, from tech-first to people-first – 1:1 customer 
communication. Here again, major multinational companies 
need to use big data and omni-channels to create intimate 
customer experiences that transcend on and offline purchasing 
behaviors. The increase in personalized marketing and the 
movement of buyers between channels will ultimately feel  
like a 1:1 conversation with an old friend providing private 
recommendations, rather than a marketing campaign worth 
multimillions.



• Proactive customer care: One of the key drivers in services 
and after sales business for the upcoming years. Companies 
need to find ways to stay in touch with their clients and ensure 
a high customer lifetime value. This will develop the brand 
relationship with customers into a lifelong relationship. The B2B 
economy especially is already driven by this trend. An example 
is Schindler, which no longer offers maintenance services to its 
clients on a frequency basis but rather on a proactive service 
level based on analytics and data they are receiving from their 
machines each day. 

The market shows clearly that companies need to transform in 
order to fulfill customer expectations. Here, digital companies 
identified five trends driving the change in today’s customer 
experience. 

• Digital first: Digitalization is key for all companies as otherwise 
the customer expectations cannot be fulfilled. Therefore, the 
handshake between business and IT needs to be accelerated. 
New technologies have to be used and new business models 
have to evolve. 

• Complete view of customer: The key is to put the customer at 
the center of all business transactions. The transformation 
needs to be customer and purpose driven in order to achieve 
success. Each process and IT tool should be challenged based 
on this customer centricity and purpose. Here, separate 
processes like marketing, sales and services need to be 
combined in order to achieve extraordinary customer 
experience and increase the customer lifetime value. 

• Customers for life: Business is shifting from single purchase to 
subscriptions model where the client becomes  
an advocate of the brand, the company and the product. 

• Holistic customer experience: The main shift is the required 
connection between front and back-office activities to support 
the idea of a “customer for life” rather than a single transaction 
buyer.  

• Trusted data: Data is needed for personalization, but we notice 
that data is to be gathered at all costs, it needs to be highly 
secured and safe under all circumstances. We are observing a 
new threat of consumers abandoning a brand the moment they 
sense any risk, and turning instead to brands with trusted data. 

As outlined above, a dramatic shift is needed to change 
the business to provide an end-to-end integrated customer 
experience. All executives are required to challenge their current 
business and expectations and adjust accordingly. In addition, the 
Chief Digital Officer is becoming more important as an integral 
influencer and advisor to the business on how to digitalize the 
business.

We at EY believe that to become a digital enterprise, the main 
challenges are
• Understanding the impact of the digital revolution for the 

current business model
• Discovering strategies & opportunities for the field of digital 

marketing, sales & services
• Deciding to transform the conventional business model into a 

digital & data-driven business model or whether to create an 
entirely new one

These challenges can be overcome; solutions based on a business 
case are outlined in the chapter below.
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3. Process Overview

Now let’s apply the underlying concepts introduced in this 
document to concrete examples and illustrate how the SAP 
technology stack is able to leverage your business at high pace 
bringing your customers into the center of all your considerations.

But wait! Is a customer centric approach actually applicable to 
B2B? Today the customer journey in B2B still consists of three 
parts. It aborts abruptly after the third phase and is mainly 
focused on marketing and sales activities only. This means that  
the customer life-time value is not fully exploited and great 
potentials are left unused.

Awareness Consideration Purchase Retention

Awareness Consideration Purchase Retention

Furthermore, all too frequently, many companies still pursue 
a “one size fits all” strategy to attract new customers. Offers 
are not tailored or individualized to meet specific customer 
needs  and personalization is not seen to matter. But it is vital to 
understand what your potential customers are looking for and 
which kind of parameters steer their buying decision. For example 
a customer who shows diversity-seeking behavior may be open 
for cross-selling whereas we may put more emphasis on service 
quality for customers with a high willingness-to-pay.

In our fast-changing digitalized world the purchasing behavior  in 
B2B markets has also been changed dramatically. The relevance 
of marketing campaigns, the personalization of offers and a 
consistent and seamless customer journey across channels 
and touchpoints go hand in hand and are an integral part of 
commercial success. In other words, a 360° view on customers 
has become essential. 

In this showcase we will demonstrate how a truck manufacturer 
will be able to transform its disruptive and highly qualitative sales 
pipe into a seamless and customer centric journey aimed at best 
utilizing the full potential of the customer lifetime value facilitated 
by SAP technologies. 

Our showcase covers all stages along the B2B customer journey, 
starting from the very early stage where leads are generated, 
driven by meaningful marketing campaigns, through the 
conversion stage where opportunities are converted into new 

customers based on an effective sales and quotation process, 
using a service delivery strategy aimed at striving for customer 
satisfaction, service excellence and consequently maximizing 
business values by gaining benefits from cross and upselling 
potentials. Finally, we will end at the resell stage where the 
company’s retailers become able to market off-leaves via an 
omni-channel and multitenant commerce B2B platform. This 
showcase covers all aspects and phases of an integrated and 
seamless customer journey across channels and touchpoints.
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Show Case 

To give an idea as to how we enable our customers to
(1) understand customer needs and behavior
(2) enable proactive behavior and faster decision-making
(3) provide customized and personalized services, 
(4)  make sure that we create a holistic and satisfying customer 

experience and
(5)  aim for a rigorous customer lifetime value orientation based 

on a radical business model transformation we will get more 
specific and introduce our approach with a showcase.

Who we are and what we do

Our showcase company is one of the biggest producers of trucks 
in Europe – our goal is to spread our sales territories globally. 
We provide financing, fleet management, insurance and highly 
innovative mobility services.

Customer Journey – Summary

Awareness
Our company is launching a new series of commercial vehicles.  
To make that a success, not only single departments are 
involved – the whole company will be included in the process 
to create the perfect customer experience. In the beginning, 
our marketing manager will choose the right audience for the 
upcoming marketing activities. 

Consideration
As soon as our customers are informed about the new 
truck series, we provide all of the required information and 
functionalities to our sales teams, in order to ensure successful 
customer meetings and visits. For those customers, who prefer 

to buy and inform themselves – or those our sales do not reach 
access to all information is made available via our B2B Commerce 
Platform, call center agents, printing material, chatbots and of 
course our sales teams in subsidiaries and showrooms. 

Purchase
The purchase itself can be done online or with one of our sales 
representatives, but always with the assistance of an easy 
to-use configurator.

Retention
For the complete picture, all service activities are also adapted to 
our customers’ needs. 

Awareness Consideration Purchase Retention
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SAP Marketing Cloud

When it comes to customer data, companies are facing two major 
issues in creating meaningful marketing campaigns – either there 
is no data available that supports a useful marketing approach 
or the data is widely scattered over multiple systems. In our 
approach, we make sure, that all relevant information concerning 
customers can be accessed at one single point and is used 
throughout the entire process of the customer journey. 

Data-Driven Personas & Target Groups
Who? èMarketing Manager and Marketing Team
In our showcase we will start with our marketing manager 
creating the marketing plan for the upcoming business year. One 

of our company’s major goals is to market a new series of truck 
types, which is going to be presented in several well-planned 
marketing campaigns, addressed to carefully selected customer 
groups. This includes exclusive introduction and hands-on events 
for the most important customers as well as product videos, 
brochures and info-events for smaller customers or those that  
are less likely to be interested in our new products.

To create the best possible outcome for the marketing campaigns, 
the marketing manager and his team create different target 
groups which are based on data-driven personas created in 
conjunction with calculated KPIs for each customer. 

SAP Sales Cloud 
Who? èSales Team

The initial information has been shared in the events, the 
brochures have been published and sent and product information 
is online – at this point our sales team starts its work. Prepared 
with all necessary tools, the sales team has finished its sales 
planning and now starts to approach potential customers. 
Carefully planned visits are conducted, in which the new truck 
series is presented and explained more in detail. Tailored truck 
configurations for each customer reflect the analytic work  

which has been done in the run-up, supported by existing 
customer data from the system.

To help our sales team concentrate on what is essential and 
reduce complexity in their daily planning, we have set up SAP 
Sales Cloud, containing all technical possibilities in order to 
reduce the administrative burden.

Awareness Consideration Purchase Retention

Awareness Consideration Purchase Retention
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SAP Commerce Cloud 
Who? èCustomers

Now assume that our truck manufacturer wants to establish a 
B2B ecommerce platform to market trucks along various stages 
of the customer journey consistently across touchpoints. This 
platform could be used to market new products as well as off-
leases or trade-ins. In this showcase, order management and 

processing will not be covered online but rather managed offline. 
Thus, opportunities have to be handed over properly from online 
to offline channels, although leads generated offline could be 
caught up online. 
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Centrality of product information

One of the major issues companies are facing nowadays is 
caused by their disruptive and heterogeneous commerce 
system landscape leading to inconsistency, redundancy and 
incorrectness of data. Plenty of money is spent on maintaining 
or adapting various different sources, but in our view, this 
situation exacerbates time-to-market from business perspective 
and it causes customer dissatisfaction due to unreliable product 
information. In fact, both perspectives impact a company’s 
competitiveness.

To incorporate flexibility, maintainability and consistency into 
your ecommerce eco-system landscape, we at EY propagate to 
define proper system responsibilities and to ensure centrality. 

The SAP commerce stack provides you with the underlying 
technology to introduce the concept of centrality into your 
ecommerce systems.

Manage your product
data centrally 

Manage your web
content centrally 

Manage your digital
assets centrally 

Product Content
Management  1 Web Content

Management  2 Digital Asset
Management 
 3

Import your product master 
data from your ERP system into 
your central product content 
management system (PCM). 
Enrich it along well-defined 
workflows with marketing data 
and in doing so increase the 
relevance of your product 
information for your customers. 
Incorporated search, filtering and 
import capabilities increase the 
product information management 
efficiency.

Manage responsive, multi-
language and search engine 
optimized websites and product 
related web content in your 
central web content management 
system (WCMS). Quickly create 
and edit personalized marketing 
content for various channels 
along well-defined publishing 
secured by role-based 
authorization.

Manage your digital assets like 
images or videos centrally in 
a structured way in your digital 
asset management system 
(DAM). Link them easily to 
your product or web content 
and serve multiple channels 
along well-defined workflows. 
Increase operational efficiency 
by reusing existing assets. 
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Experience
Management 

Point-of-Sale Website Social Media

Multitenant Ability

As introduced in our showcase, retailers of our truck 
manufacturer should also be able to market their off-leases and 
trade-ins throughout this B2B ecommerce platform. Whereas the 
look and feel of their website should be adaptable individually 
in order reflect a retailer’s corporate identity, a multitenant 
platform generates synergy effects, as capabilities are able to be 
shared among multiple parties. This reduces implementation and 
maintenance costs and ensures the idea of centrality.

The underlying technology as described herein, such as a central 
product catalogue or web content management, enables retailers 
to manage their portfolio and web content centrally. A dedicated 
template for each retailer can be created best reflecting their 
needs in terms of website layout and structure (navigation).

Likewise, all other platform capabilities, such as user 
management, self-service or cross-channel related features are 
only implemented once but used multiple times consistently 
across all retailers.

 

In this showcase the platform aims to reach out to customers 
via multiple channels and touch points. In doing so, the truck 
manufacturer intends to accompany its customers along the 
entire journey - not only at the sales stage but also at the after-
sales stage.

The following scenarios have thus been identified:

Pre-Sales Stage
• Online: The manufacturer’s website markets new trucks based 

on high-quality marketing claims, visuals and product 
information.

• Online: The retailers’ website markets off-leases and trade-ins 
based on pre-described and standardized product information 
ensuring high product data quality and usability. 

• Point-of-sales: The retailers’ sales application aims at 
generating reliable product compositions based on a central 
product catalogue before starting the quotation process. 

• Social media: Increasing the reach of marketing campaigns  
via social media platforms.  

After-Sales Stage 
• Online: The truck manufacturer’s online shop markets spare 

parts. 

Omni-Channel Ability

An omni-channel strategy is built up on two different concepts. 
A single source of truth for product information as described 
above, which we call the concept of centrality, and a service-
oriented architecture. Both concepts go hand-in-hand and ensure 
a consistent customer journey across channels and touchpoints. 

Encapsulating the complexity of features beyond a well-defined 
interface incorporates flexibility into your enterprise architecture. 
In an omni-channel eco-system landscape, services can be 
exposed to different channels to exchange data on one hand, and 
to provide transactional services on the other. While the interface 
is kept stable over time, the internal logic can be adapted easily 
without impacting surrounding systems.

In this showcase, we want to illustrate how the truck 
manufacturer is able to increase its range by integrating a 
customer service application and market place into its customer 
journey. 
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Customer Service

The customer service application is used by call center agents 
to create and manage orders (cancel, return, refund, re-order, 
etc.) on behalf of customers at the after-sales stage. This channel 
supports the online shop for spare parts. As it relies on the 
same source of product information and is integrated into the 
ecommerce platform, it allows customers to be accompanied 
closely during the purchase process. In fact, a call center agent 
is even able to pick-up the shopping cart of the calling customer 
to process the order from there on. This means wrong orders are 
avoided and customer satisfaction is increased in turn.

Mobile App

EY designs new digital services for our clients based on the SAP 
Commerce Technology stack to strengthen business to business 
relationships.

A good example for such a digital service is a mobile app aimed 
at creating orders easily via barcodes printed on the packages 
of spare parts. This would incorporate the idea of one click 
purchasing into the truck manufacturer’s ecommerce platform. 
This app requests the desired product information from the 
product content management system by sending the product 
code to the corresponding web service. The order is then finally 
placed by sending the product code and the customer ID to 
another web service.

Awareness Consideration Purchase Retention
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SAP Sales Cloud / Service Cloud 
Who? èCall Center Agents, Service Teams

What is often overlooked in the customer journey is the need to 
create an end to end service experience, no matter which point the 
customer is at in any given moment. Our approach ensures that 
you can deliver on your customer promises over every step of the 
customer journey. Our goal is to provide all relevant information 
about the customer, no matter when or where they emerge in the 
service journey. This could be a call to the call center, an email, 
a service request that is handled by our field service or a regular 
service appointment as part of a maintenance plan.

Customer Incentives

In our showcase, SAP Service Cloud provides data about the 
Customer Lifetime Value of every customer and offers meaningful 
customer incentives to bring the customer even closer to our 
company. More specifically, this means that customers with a high 
CLV rating contribute to our profit and get rewards via special 
services, e.g., get free shipping or faster shipping for the same 
costs. This is achieved by an integration into all service processes.

Chat Bots

To reduce incoming service requests and to lower the costs, bots 
are used in our showcase company for simple service requests, 
such as questions about general information like opening hours, 
recording complaints or shipment tracking.

There are also approaches in which bots are used in more 
complex topics – it is now possible to order common spare parts 
via bots or to get automated and timely information on the 
assembly process of ordered vehicles.

SAP Experience Management  
(SAP + Qualtrics) 
Who? èCustomers

As one of the five main trends, a “holistic customer experience” 
means being able to measure the customer experience and turn 
data into actionable insights it a very valuable goal. With these 
insights we help our customers to identify and prioritize areas 
that are most relevant to their businesses. In this day and age 
everything and everybody is focused on experiences, which 
results in the fact that customers now simply expect more from 
interacting with companies than they used to.

In our showcase company we are using tools provided by 
Qualtrics to get a deeper understanding of how our customers 
feel along their journey. Our company uses experience 
management to analyze and continuously improve the 
interactions between them and their customers.

X
Experience

DATA

O
operational

DATA

Operational
Data

Experience
Management
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SAP S/4HANA

SAP C/4HANA

SAP Customer Data Cloud 

SAP Marketing Cloud SAP Commerce Cloud  SAP Sales Cloud SAP Service Cloud

Intelligent Marketing Personalized Omni-Channel
Commerce Experience 

Guided Sales Journey Reinforced Customer
Relations 

SAP Cloud Platform

SAP Cloud Platform extension factory (Kyma)

4. Enabling technology

EY Agile Business – Customer offers a wide-range of experiences 
to drive holistic customer transformation, enabled by SAP. SAP’s 
newly announced Customer Experience Suite SAP C/4HANA 
enables our clients to bring their vision close to reality through 
significant changes to customer applications and a “purpose-
led transformation” approach. SAP C/4HANA is the basis for a 
trusted, personalized customer experience by giving customers 
transparency and control over their data. The suite consists 

of five major pillars, SAP Marketing Cloud (former Hybris 
solutions), SAP Commerce Cloud, SAP Sales Cloud (enhanced by 
CallidusCloud CPQ and CallidusCloud Commissions), SAP Service 
Cloud (enhanced by CallidusCloud ClickTools and Coresystems) 
and SAP Customer Data Cloud (formerly Gigya solutions).The 
latest acquisitions of SAP, Gigya, CallidusCloud and core systems 
particularly are dramatically enhancing the functionality in order 
to ensure a new overarching customer experience. 
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Here a short overview of the major pillars in the C/4HANA suite. 

SAP Marketing Cloud 
• The B2B Marketing Solution helps to successfully generate 

demand, increase conversion of leads, and ultimately drive 
more sales. 

• Dynamic Customer Profile: With SAP Marketing Cloud it is 
possible to broadly analyze the target audience by different 
categories such as interests, channels, activity timeframes and 
contact levels amongst others, in order to gain a holistic 
overview of your customers. 

• Segments, Campaigns and Journeys: Based on customer 
profiles, target audiences and customized segments are 
created via SAP Marketing Cloud. Cross-channel campaigns  
are supported by machine learning to deliver personalized 
experiences at scale. Campaigns can be automated by included 
triggers that start different processes depending on the 
customer’s behavior.  

• Commerce Marketing: Seamless customer experiences are 
delivered from browsing to buying by leveraging previous 
interactions to understand customers’ needs and driving 
personalized shopping experiences. 
 
 
 

• Marketing Analytics: SAP Marketing Cloud delivers a general 
overview on the status of all campaigns. The campaigns can be 
analyzed after execution regarding the target group members 
on which the campaign is based, the current success in 
percentage if applicable, as well as on the expenditures 
assigned to the campaign. 

• Marketing Planning and Performance: Budgets, programs, 
campaigns, and spends can be planned in SAP Marketing Cloud 
in a very a simple and intuitive way. It provides a complete 
overview of running and planned marketing activities in a 
calendar. Budget can be allocated to marketing activities, 
planned and compared during the process.  

• Loyalty Management: SAP Loyalty Management enables 
organizations to create loyalty programs that deliver a premium 
customer loyalty experience to drive true brand loyalty. It helps 
to enhance customer retention in a more meaningful way, while 
encouraging long-term advocacy and referrals. 

• Lead Management and Nurture: Your sales and marketing 
teams can work together to drive demand and improve sales 
effectiveness. Leads can be nurtured and generated, then 
handed over to sales along with the insights needed to 
successfully close the deal. 

• Customer Attribution: Discover which marketing activities are 
making an impact on your customers and are driving them to 
purchase, renew or otherwise engage so you can best optimize 
your strategy.

Stage Channel Technologies

Pre-sales E-mail  
Telephone 
Social media

SAP Marketing Cloud – Dynamic Customer Profile

SAP Marketing Cloud – Segments, Campaigns and Journeys

SAP Marketing Cloud – Commerce Marketing

SAP Marketing Cloud – Marketing Analytics

SAP Marketing Cloud – Marketing Planning and Performance

SAP Marketing Cloud – Lead Management and Nurturing

SAP Marketing Cloud – Customer Attribution

Sales Online shop SAP Marketing Cloud – Commerce Marketing

After-sales Self service
Social media

SAP Marketing Cloud – Loyalty Management
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SAP Commerce Cloud
SAP Commerce Cloud enables organizations to build an omni-
channel commerce ecosystem to reach out to customers at their 
preferred channels holistically and in a personalized manner. Its 
modular and service-oriented architecture incorporates flexibility 
and scalability into a system landscape and thus improves time-
to-market and customer loyalty. SAP Commerce Cloud can be 
operated on a public cloud or fully managed by SAP on SAP 
infrastructure. 

• Commerce: The commerce module enables organizations to 
serve multiple sales and communications channels consistently 
driven by a single platform. It manages incentives as well as 
multidimensional and complex product types like product 
bundles or subscriptions. Additionally, it provides various 
payment and billing related services. 

• Orders: The orders module allows integration of a single 
gateway for orders across multiple channels and thus provides 
a comprehensive view on all customer orders centrally. 
Regardless of order sources an integrated platform is provided 
to manage orders from a customer as well as from a company 
perspective. 

• Product Content Management: The central product content 
management solution is the single source of information on 
products. It allows organizations to maintain and structure their 
digital assets most efficiently, steered by collaboration rules 
and workflows. 

• Experience Management: Experience management is a web 
content management solution that enables organizations to 
create highly relevant, personalized and context driven 
customer experiences.

 

Stage Channel Technologies

Pre-sales Website SAP Commerce Cloud – Product Content Management

SAP Commerce Cloud – Experience Management

Digital Asset Management

Sales Point-of-sale SAP Commerce Cloud – Product Content Management

SAP Commerce Cloud - Assisted Service Module

SAP Commerce Cloud - Experience Management

Pre- and after-sales Online shop SAP Commerce Cloud – B2B Accelerator

SAP Commerce Cloud – Product Content Management

SAP Commerce Cloud – Experience Management

SAP Commerce Cloud – Order Management Service

SAP Commerce Cloud – Subscription Module

SAP Commerce Cloud – Bundle Module

After-sales Call Center SAP Commerce Cloud – B2B Accelerator

SAP Commerce Cloud – Product Content Management

SAP Commerce Cloud – Customer Service

Pre- and after-sales Mobile SAP Commerce Cloud – Product Content Management

SAP Commerce Cloud – Mobile Module

SAP Commerce Cloud – Omni Commerce Connect

SAP Commerce Cloud – Order Management Service
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Stage Channel Technologies

Pre-sales E-mail  

Telephone

Social media

triggered by SAP Marketing Cloud

SAP Sales Cloud – Lead Management and Nurturing

Pre-sales Sales team SAP Sales Cloud – Sales Planning and Performance Mgmt.

Sales Sales team

Mobile app

SAP Sales Cloud – Lead Management

SAP Sales Cloud – Opportunity and Sales Force Support

SAP Sales Cloud – SAP CPQ (formerly CallidusCloud)

SAP Sales Cloud – SAP Commissions

Sales Independent retailer SAP Sales Cloud – Partner Channel Sales

in connection with

SAP JAM – Collaboration

After-sales Self service

Call center

in connection with

SAP Service Cloud – SAP Customer Engagement 

SAP Service Cloud – Omni-Channel Engagement

SAP Sales Cloud 
SAP Sales Cloud includes SAP Cloud for Customer, SAP Revenue 
Cloud and CallidusCloud and enables organizations to guide  
their customers throughout their entire customer journey. It 
supports the lead to cash process and improves sales 
performance with incentive optimization, sales coaching and 
learning recommendations.

SAP Sales Cloud offers extensive functionalities including lead-
and opportunity management, sales force support, configure, 
price, quote, sales planning and performance management, 
partner channel sales and customer master data management.

SAP Revenue Cloud
SAP Revenue Cloud is a very simple and easy to use automated 
approach to manage billing and ordering processes from the 
cloud. It includes order and contract lifecycle management across 
multiple systems, order orchestration and subscription billing.

SAP CPQ
SAP CPQ or “SAP Configure Price Quote” is the first time SAP 
has ever had a real competitive tool for product configuration and 
product pricing as well as quote creation: It allows the sales reps 
to create accurate quotes from any device in a fraction of time.

SAP Commissions
SAP Commissions provides an incentive for compensation 
management, distribution, and approval. The solution helps 
companies to reduce overheads and maximize value. AI is used 
to optimize outcomes, deliver outreaching performance, and 
increase the motivation of sales agents with a clear view on 
planning, performance, and estimated payments.
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• SAP Service Cloud: SAP Service cloud simplifies your ability to 
offer multiple service channels; gives your customer service 
team, field service team and service management team access 
to complete and contextual customer information, and delivers 
a real-time insight into call center and field service 
performance. 
 
SAP Sales Cloud now includes SAP Cloud for Customer, SAP 
Customer Engagement Center and SAP Knowledge Central  
by MindTouch as well as Coresystems and functionalities  
from CallidusCloud. Its key capabilities are self-service 
functionalities, omni-channel engagement, CTI integration, 
service management, field service management, customer 
feedback and analytics. 

• Coresystems: Coresystems is a pioneer in crowd service and  
a leading field service management platform. The Artificial 
Intelligence (AI)-powered platform provides advanced 
scheduling of field service activities in real time, and mobile 
apps that enable field service technicians to perform 
installation, maintenance and repair tasks.  

• SAP Conversational AI: With SAP Conversational AI (formerly 
known as Recast.AI) chatbots can be designed with a 
comprehensive bot-building platform. By using SAP 
Conversational AI, you make use of artificial intelligence, 
leading-edge language technology, and preconfigured bots to 
improve the customer experience.

Stage Channel Technologies

Pre-sales E-mail   
Telephone  
Social media

triggered by SAP Marketing Cloud

SAP Service Cloud – SAP Customer Engagement

SAP Service Cloud – Omni-Channel Engagement

SAP Service Cloud – CTI Integration (Telephony)

After-sales Self service

Social media

SAP Service Cloud – SAP Customer Engagement

SAP Service Cloud – SAP Self Service Portal

SAP Service Cloud - Omni-Channel Engagement

SAP Customer Data Cloud 
The SAP Customer Data Cloud is composed of the following:  

• SAP Customer Identity identifies and engages customers 
across channels and devices with registration-as-a-service, 
social login and progressive profiling.

• SAP Customer Consent builds trusted customer relationships 
based on transparency and control with preference and consent 
management, self-service preference center and ToS and opt-in 
management. 

• SAP Customer Profile powers trusted digital experiences with 
first party data by profile orchestration and governance, 
customer insights and customer data store.

Stage Channel Technologies

All All SAP Customer Data Cloud – SAP Customer Identity

SAP Customer Data Cloud – SAP Customer Consent 

SAP Customer Data Cloud – SAP Customer Profile
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Depending on your organization’s current situation, as identified 
by the EY Agile Business – Customer team, we can work with you 
to identify which modules should be implemented in which phase 
of the implementation road map. From an integration perspective, 
the solution collects and integrates data from many sources both 
inside and outside of the organization. A good example of this 

is the deep integration of SAP S/4 HANA systems, specifically 
regarding finance and inventory data. Having access to invoice 
data is just as important as knowledge about products in stock 
and shipping or production issues. For sentiment engagement, 
data from social channels can be analyzed and used to offer 
products and services tailored to the customer.

SAP Experience Management + Qualtrics: With the help of 
experience management by SAP and Qualtrics, companies have 
the possibility to analyze and improve every type of interaction 
between customers and companies on a daily base.

Until recently, companies had to rely on operational data – like 
sales figures and accounting data - to make business decisions. 
Nowadays this is not enough – we help you to gain a deeper 
understanding of the reasons behind your customers’ decisions.  

What really counts is so-called experience data, which provides 
insights and access to the emotions and requirements of your 
customers.

Experience management is the connection of operational data 
of your company and the experience data of your customers. 
Through this data merger, business decisions are based on two 
pillars – the hard facts and the feelings.

Stage Channel Technologies

Pre-sales E-Mail 
Telephone 
Social media

SAP Marketing Cloud – Segments, Campaigns and Journeys

SAP Marketing Cloud – Commerce Marketing

SAP Marketing Cloud – Marketing Analytics

SAP Marketing Cloud – Marketing Planning and Performance

SAP Marketing Cloud – Customer Attribution

SAP Service Cloud – SAP Customer Engagement

SAP Service Cloud – Omni-Channel Engagement

Sales Sales team 

Mobile app

SAP Sales Cloud – Lead Management

SAP Sales Cloud – Opportunity and Sales Force Support

SAP Sales Cloud – Configure, Price, Quote

SAP Sales Cloud – CPQ (CallidusCloud)

Pre- and after-sales Online shop

Mobile

SAP Commerce Cloud – Product Content Management

SAP Commerce Cloud – Experience Management

SAP Commerce Cloud – Bundle Module

After-sales Service team

Self service

Call center

in connection with

SAP Service Cloud – SAP Field Service Management

SAP Service Cloud – SAP Customer Engagement

SAP Service Cloud – Omni-Channel Engagement
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5. How EY can help

Together, the CMO and the CIO have an unprecedented 
opportunity to drive holistic customer transformation. With the 
EY Agile Business — Customer approach, enabled by SAP
Marketing Cloud and the whole Customer Experience Suite, we 
can help you bring the customer vision close to reality through 
significant changes to customer applications and a “purpose-led 
transformation” approach.

Our holistic approach draws on our deep knowledge and focuses 
on providing exceptional customer experiences. We help our 
clients become more agile and win faster in the digital economy 
by helping with business case development in combination with a 
feasibility study based on the strengths and weaknesses of their 
organizations and a total cost of ownership view.

As part of our approach, we help create an implementation road 
map to launch the next customer analytics applications according 
to your current status, and your sales and marketing objectives. 
Our approach is broad based and tailored to your current 
situation and aspirations.

The improvement potential of the marketing business and the 
specific road map determine the transformation agenda.

As your business advisor, EY can provide you with 
recommendations on mastering the challenges and opportunities 
relating to today’s ever-changing customer journey. With the EY 
Agile Business — Customer approach, your company can benefit 
from our ongoing global market research and deep industry-
related know-how. 
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An integrated customer profile is a substantial benefit in the 
integration and harmonization of customer master data. 
Analytics help to generate insights on the basis of the integrated 
data. This knowledge can be used to identify customer segments 
for marketing campaigns and also the channels to take for better 
customer reach.

The technology supports different ways to execute marketing 
campaigns, such as push- and trigger-based campaigns. 
Analyzing and adjusting marketing campaigns determines 
success. Mechanisms to track customer reactions and use 
that to generate insights are also available. Through real-time 
reporting, the effectiveness of the marketing campaign can be 
measured and adaptations applied to help maximize the output 
of the campaign. EY Agile Business — Customer helps you to 
stay differentiated in a very competitive environment, including 
among today’s well-informed customers. Potential benefits for 
your business include, but are not limited to:

• Creating an exceptional and consistent brand experience with 
customers as the focus point at every stage of the customer 
period

• Operating in a customer-centric, integrated and efficient way in 
order to develop strong relationships with profitable and loyal 
customers

• Seamlessly providing individualized and relevant content at the 
right time through customer-preferred channels

• Strengthening cross-functional collaborations using one 
integrated system as a single point of control which contains 
perfectly aligned customer data.

SAP C/4HANA Marketing is a relatively new SAP product. 
However, EY has experience in SAP Marketing Cloud projects 
in several geographies, across different sectors, including: 

• The implementation and integration of SAP Marketing Cloud 
for a Chinese retail store chain

• Helping a consumer marketing platform with SAP Marketing 
Cloud as a main feature that leverages a common and  
integrated consumer data model for an Italian food producer

• Last but not the least, EY itself has a working C4C platform 
in place.

At EY we believe that you should always consider marketing 
together with sales to create a consistent overall solution. 
This approach must be reflected in the assembly of the 
implementation road map as well as in strategy development 
in order to achieve the long-term goal of customer service 
excellence.

Project name: Digital in-store execution

Benefits provided: 
Higher efficiency in executing in-store check activities
 Higher effectiveness in visit preparation thanks to previous score check 
and follow-up tasks created during prior visits

EY’s role & services provided: 
Configuration and customization of IT instrument provided to 
sales force (SAP C4C Mobile App) in order to satisfy business and 
end users’ requirements
Conduction of training sessions and post go live support on mobile app 
for sales reps
 Configuration of a cutting-edge routing instrument in order to 
calculate potential scenarios for sales rep’s territorial assignment 
as well as for visit tour optimization
Design reports on scoring for trade categories, point of sales and sales reps 

Client:
World's leading pasta maker with 40-45% of the Italian market and 25% 
of the US market. It is also the leading seller of bakery products in Italy

Business challenge: 
 As part of a new IT strategy vision developed with EY, our client has 

decided to design and roll-out the operative model for the retail 
execution process carried out by the sales force inside customer  
point of sales 
Provide a new IT instrument to the sales force in order to execute 
in-store visits in a more rapid and efficient way 
Redefine sales reps territorial assignments and visit routes in 
order to optimize sales reps tours
 Provide a scoring mechanism in order to evaluate point of 
sales and sales rep performances in terms of KPIs 
introduced by the new retail execution operative model

Implemented solution:

SAP Cloud for Customer

Client description: Leading Italian food company, operating in more than 100 countries
 

Project duration: 6 months

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Project name: Digital Marketing: Contact Marketing Platform

Benefits provided: 
EY offered IT Advisory competencies required to successfully define and 
build up platform, scoring model and campaign execution

Preliminary analysis of existing data sources available to be integrated in 
the central marketing platform 

Complete integration of the new platform with the existing systems, with the 
possibility for the client to keep the existing and established collaborations 
with external agencies and third party service providers

EY’s role & services provided: 
Marketing automation platform setup and integration: set up, design, customization, 
development and release of an integrated platform

Campaign preparation and execution: activation of a clustering and scoring model 
on the platform and activation of 5 campaign automation scenarios

Cross project activities such as creation and assignment of user profiles, 
functional/user training, functional/user documentation and project management 

Client:
European leading manufacturer of two-wheeled motor vehicles and one 
of the world’s leaders in its sector. The company is also a major international 
player in the commercial vehicle market.

Business challenge: 
Our client undertook an innovation roadmap with the goal of creating a 
seamless multichannel customer journey leveraging on contact information, 
contact interactions and products marketing database 
 Possibility to segment contacts according to different attributes and 
in particular through lead scoring and engagement scoring 

Nurturing contacts and guiding them through their purchases thanks 
to personalized next best actions and marketing automation strategies 
enabled by the platform 

Collecting data from contacts, about both prospects and clients, 
to gain a 360° view of them, enabling customized and targeted 
online campaigns (Newsletter, Banner, DEM etc.) 

Implemented solution:

SAP Marketing

Client description: leading Italian automotive company

Project duration: 6 months

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Project name: SAP Marketing Cloud B2B

Benefits provided: 
Definition and building up: platform, segmentation model, scoring and clustering 
model and campaign execution 

Data model definition (customers, interactions and products) 
to be integrated into the central marketing platform 

Complete integration of the new platform with the existing systems

Digital transformation and automation of sales processes resulting in 
consumer satisfaction increase

Multichannel consumer journey in order to identify the best consumer option 
for each channel  

EY’s Role & Services provided: 
Marketing automation platform setup and integration: set up, design, set up, 
design, customization and development integration with existing systems 

Customers data management and interactions collection  

Campaign preparation and execution: activation of a clustering and scoring model 
on the platform and activation of different campaign automation scenarios

Design of marketing dashboards  

Cross project activities such as functional/user training, functional/
user documentation and project management 

Client Issues/Business Challenge:
Client: Italian eyewear company and world's largest company in 
the eyewear industry, based in Milan, Italy. As a vertically integrated 
company, it designs, manufactures, distributes and retails 
luxury glasses and sunglasses.  
The client undertook an innovation roadmap resulting in the 
adoption of a new CRM platform to provide a centralized and 
optimized management of wholesale processes in a single, 
internally manageable system 
Possibility of using advanced segmentation in order to target B2B 
customers thanks to different marketing attributes and in particular 
through the development of a scoring and clustering model  
Collecting customer data to gain a 360° view, enabling 
customized and targeted online campaigns

Campaign management and reliable set of KPIs 

Client description: worldwide leading luxury eyewear company 

Project duration: 12 months

Implemented Solution:

SAP Marketing Cloud 

• •

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Design and implement SAP CAR with the central aim to face new areas of business along 
with defined future requirements

Goals

Macro activities

Reference period

Execution of fit-gap analysis between the clients’ requirements and SAP standard 
 Implementation SAP CAR as part of the state of the art SAP omni-channel landscape
Full integration of SAP CAR with the newest SAP Commerce Webshop version
Leverage CAR’s omni-channel capabilities in the areas of 

POS data transfer and audit
Real-time availability information
Fully centralized sourcing
Multi-channel sales analytics

In every step, the existing SAP Commerce Webshop as well as the re-implementation 
of this tool had to be considered and strongly aligned

2017

Results

Elimination of redundancies 
in customer order fulfilment 
decisions

Increase of transparency 
and webshop customer 
satisfaction

Establishment of a best of 
breed omni-channel platform  
with high potential for further 
process optimization 

Client
Belgian-Dutch DIY chain

•
•
•
•

•
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6. EY differentiators

Our industry focus

Our deep industry knowledge can help you identify and solve 
problems. We focus on a customer-analytics approach, assessing 
your performance against your peers and investigating processes 
and technologies that may be hampering your business.

Our holistic approach addresses  
the impact on the entire organization
EY’s deep customer knowledge enables us to focus holistically  
on marketing and customer process optimization and automation, 
cost reduction, risk mitigation, customer analytics and 
organization management.

Our approach focuses on individual client issues and time-critical 
business processes to develop and demonstrate innovations 
with SAP Marketing Cloud. It integrates business processes, SAP 
functions, and SAP technical, marketing and sales processes 
as well as analytical reporting to address all aspects of value 
deployment.

Additionally, we use EY process and finance operating model 
know-how to assess the impact on your finance organization  
and support organizational change throughout deployment.
 

Our technology assessment approach

EY continuously updates and improves proven approaches for 
advising clients on selecting and implementing a technology- 
enabled integrated footprint (SAP C/4HANA and S/4HANA). This 
includes the assessment of current customer system complexity, 
current challenges and the system landscape’s readiness for 
adaptation. At the same time, we can help facilitate the alignment 
of the client strategy with the technology deployment road map.

Our SAP knowledge and global alliance

EY is a global SAP alliance partner, and maintains a well-
established and successful relationship with SAP as proven by  
our numerous projects and close collaboration over several years.
We are proud of the repeated recognitions we’ve received from 
SAP for our strong performance.

In 2018, EY was honored to receive the SAP Pinnacle Award for 
the fifth consecutive year. These accolades reflect the strong 
innovative drive and exceptional commitment of our consultants 
and technology professionals to help clients transform their 
businesses into sustainable and commercially successful 
businesses. 

Global
2016 Pinnacle Awards: Quality 
Partner of the Year and Market
Impact Partner of the Year 
EMEIA
2016 SAP Award for Customer
Excellence (India)
Americas
2016 SAP North America Partner 
Excellence Awards for Growth
EMEIA
2016 SAP EMEA / MEE Partner Excellence 
Awards for Safeguarded Quality
EMEIA
2016 Top Global Strategic Services Partner 
Award in the SADC region

Global
2017 Fastest GSSP Growth
Partner Award in EMEIA
Global
2017 Pinnacle Award: Customers’
Choice Partner of the Year
Global
2017 Pinnacle Award Finalist: Value Assurance 
Partner of the Year, SAP Ariba Partner of the 
Year, SAP SuccessFactors Partner of the Year – 
Large Enterprise Companies
EMEIA
2017 SAP Award for the Best Customer 
Engagement Award – Post Sales (India)

EMEA / MEE
2018 Partner Excellence Award for Joint 
Collaboration Experience
Americas
2018 Partner Excellence Award for Top 
Influencer Partner
EMEIA
2018 SAP MENA Best GSSP Collaboration 
Award
Americas
2018 SAP Ariba North America Partner of the 
Year Award
Americas
2018 Pinnacle Awards: Customers’ Choice 
Partner of the Year
Global 
2018 Hybris Global Newcomer of the year

2016 2017 2018

Unmatched
Growth
2016 Winner
Quality Partner of
the Year

Customers’ 
Choice
2017 Winner,
Customers’ Choice 
Partner of the Year

Customers’ 
Choice
2018 Winner,
Customers’ Choice 
Partner of the Year
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Discover

Execution of the project in an 
agile way means to run typical 
activities such as program manage-
ment, user story management 
or configuration & 
customization.

Operating the new systems means 
permanent optimization to ensure the 
adoption of SAP’s future roadmap 
and innovations.
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Learning

Discover the opportunity and fix 
business goals and key principles 
of the project (e.g. business 
model, KPIs, technology vision, 
etc.).

Design and prepare the S/4HANA 
journey, from a business (e.g.
Transformation Readiness, Busi-
ness Case, etc.) and technical 
(e.g. technical architecture, custom 
code, etc.) perspective.

Integration

Co-Design Implement Apply
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Structural change Unstructured change

•  Stakeholder Analysis and Behavior Maps

• Develop ONE short, relevant and 
binding overall story > BIG PICTURE
(Masterstory)

•  Build up a personal commitment by

•  Active involvement of relevant peer groups

•  Gain speed through first followers 
(e.g. agile networking groups) 

•  Cascade by dialogue communication formats 
(e.g. meeting in the Box)

Initiate an organizational learning process 
through many diverse actions and methods:

• Development of qualification measures 
(e.g. use cases) 

• Leadership support 

• Conduction of trainings based on 
test-pilot systems

• Development of specific communities 
(power users, coaches)

Make the new the normal by:

• Success coverage (positive story -
telling relating Masterstory)

• Leadership coaching  

• Development of a complaint 
management system

• Transparent problem communication 
and handling

• Best practices for work -arounds 

Time

Milestone
 Event

Milestone
 Event

Milestone
 Event

EY’s transformation enablement offering builds the solid 
foundation for every long-term transformation and includes 
specific support when the project team begins, particularly 
regarding an agile way of working.

Our structured transformation approach reduces the complexity 
of every transformation by providing a tailor-made team 
enablement, ensuring a dynamic start to project work. By 
providing a one-source solution, our integrated approach for 
program management and transformation management will  
avoid friction losses between disciplines and work streams.  
This will obtain the momentum of our clients’ transformation.

As part of our transformation approach we focus on all  
relevant stakeholders and their intended behavioral changes.  
Our purpose driven transformation management approach 
aligns the transformation strategy with your cultural change and 
the individual purpose of the project participants to ensure the 
relevance of the transformation and that everyone has the same 
end goal.

The agile team enablement enables sustainable experiences 
that are also effective in the coming phases and future 
transformations.

Our SAP S/4HANA Integrated Transformation Enablement

Change curve
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In today’s business world, challenges grow by the day, as does the 
speed at which they need to be addressed. Technology is often 
seen as a simple solution to address these challenges. Yet, for 
many organizations, simple is not nearly as simple as it seems.
EY’s Agile Business offerings enabled by SAP technology can help 
organizations address challenges in the digital era. Our EY SAP 
collaborative approach focuses on more than technology alone. 
We take a comprehensive, business-first view to address strategy,
 customer value, user experiences, processes, technology and 
operational impacts.

This brochure gives you an overview as to how EY can help you 
use SAP C/4HANA to focus on commerce, marketing and 
sales transformation, business impact analytics, organization 
management, cost reduction and a strong business case 
development, based on the strengths and weaknesses of 
companies and a total cost of ownership view.

EY’s Agile Business offerings

Contacts
Dr. Martin Zirkel 
Partner, Advisory 
Ernst & Young GmbH
Arnulfstr. 59, 80636 Munich
+49 89 14331 24133
Martin.Zirkel@de.ey.com

Simeon Pischke
Manager, Advisory 
Ernst & Young GmbH
Graf-Adolf-Platz 15, 40213 Düsseldorf
+49 211 9352 17066
Simeon.Pischke@de.ey.com  

Heiko Jungholt
Senior Manager, Advisory 
Ernst & Young GmbH
Börsenplatz 1, 50667 Köln   
+49 221 2779 21467     
Heiko.Jungholt@de.ey.com 

Dr. Christiane Dithmar  
Partner, Advisory 
Ernst & Young GmbH 
Flughafenstraße 61, 70629 Stuttgart
+49 711 9881 14403
Christiane.Dithmar@de.ey.com 

Omid Pourfarid
Senior Manager, Advisory
Ernst & Young GmbH
Graf-Adolf-Platz 15, 40213 Düsseldorf
+49 211 9352 12293
Omid.Pourfarid@de.ey.com

Leonid Rodos
Manager, Advisory
Ernst & Young GmbH
Mergenthalerallee 3-5, 65760 Eschborn 
+49 6196 996 26912
Leonid.Rodos@de.ey.com

Dr. Andreas Heusler
Manager, Advisory
Ernst & Young GmbH
Arnulfstr. 59, 80636 Munich
+49 89 14331 14011     
Andreas.Heusler@de.ey.com 

Jennifer Maier 
Manager, Advisory 
Ernst & Young GmbH 
Flughafenstraße 61, 70629 Stuttgart
+49 711 9881 27463
Jennifer.Maier@de.ey.com 
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